Introduction. The strong law of large numbers can be shown under certain hypotheses for random variables which take values in Banach spaces. The general statement reads as follows:
Theorem. Let H be a Banach space and let {Xi} be a sequence of independent random ^.-variables (see definition below) with £(X,)=0, all i > 0. Under appropriate conditions on ï and on {X{}, we can then assert that (1/n) T^Li Xj converges to 0 in the strong topology of ï almost surely.2
In a recent paper [l] , this author showed this theorem under the hypotheses that ï is uniformly convex and that the variances of Xi are uniformly bounded (Var(Xi) =E(||Xi||2)).
At the same time, an example was given of a space in which the theorem fails. It is now possible, using the methods of [l] , to show a necessary and sufficient condition on the Banach space ï to yield this particular strong law of large numbers.
A Banach space 3É is said to have property (A) if, for every sequence {Xi} oí independent random X-variables with E(Xi)=0, all i, and
Var(Xi) <M, all i, we have 1 ! -2^ X, -> 0 strongly almost surely.
M ¿_1
A Banach space ï is said to have property (B) if there exists an integer k>0 and an e>0 such that any choice ai, a2, • • ■ , a^ of elements from 36 with \\ai\\ ^ 1 gives us ||+ffli + a2 + • ■ • ± a*|| < k(l -e) for some combination of the + and -signs.
We shall show that these two conditions are equivalent. 1 Here and hereafter in this paper unless otherwise specified, all limits are taken as n-> oo.
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Then we can read the lemma as saying that if 36 satisfies condition (B) and {Z,} is of type 2, then c{X{} =0. If we set C=C(36) = sup(c{Xj} I {Xi} oí type 2), then we are to prove that C=0.
We assume, contrarily, that C^O. (Note that c{X,} always exists under these hypotheses, and does not exceed 1, so that C exists and is no greater than 1.) We shall derive a contradiction.
Choose any 77>0, and let { Ui} be chosen so that {Í7,} is of type 2, and c{ Ui} >C-77. Let k and e be the numbers given to us in the definition of condition (B), and consider the random 36-variables
It is easily seen that { F,} is of type 2, and c{ F,} =c{ Ui}. Furthermore, we can show that E(\\ F,-||) <1 -e/2k. Let <pi be chosen so that Ui(<t>i(w)) = -Ui(w), Úfate)) = Ufa), <8n.
mn+i
For any integer i, we have mj<i^m,+i for some value of/, i.e., i = mj+r, where l^r^fcy.
Define ft¿ = a^. This gives us a sequence {bi} of elements of •£. We define a sequence {Xi} oí random itvariables by requiring that the A,-be independent and that Pr{Z, = 6,} =Pr{Xi=-bi} =1/2. Then {X{} is a sequence of type 
